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Abstract. An online Ramsey game is a game between Builder and
Painter, alternating in turns. They are given a graph H and a graph
G of an infinite set of independent vertices. In each round Builder draws
an edge and Painter colors it either red or blue. Builder wins if after some
finite round there is a monochromatic copy of the graph H , otherwise
Painter wins. The online Ramsey number r˜(H) is the minimum number
of rounds such that Builder can force a monochromatic copy of H in
G. This is an analogy to the size-Ramsey number r(H) defined as the
minimum number such that there exists graph G with r(H) edges where
for any edge two-coloring G contains a monochromatic copy of H .
In this paper, we introduce the concept of induced online Ramsey num-
bers: the induced online Ramsey number r˜ind(H) is the minimum num-
ber of rounds Builder can force an induced monochromatic copy of H in
G. We prove asymptotically tight bounds on the induced online Ramsey
numbers of paths, cycles and two families of trees. Moreover, we provide
a result analogous to Conlon [On-line Ramsey Numbers, SIAM J. Discr.
Math. 2009], showing that there is an infinite family of trees T1, T2, . . . ,
|Ti| < |Ti+1| for i ≥ 1, such that
lim
i→∞
r˜(Ti)
r(Ti)
= 0.
1 Introduction
For a graph H , the Ramsey number r(H) is the smallest integer n such that
in any two-coloring of edges of the complete graph Kn, there is a monochro-
matic copy of H . The size-Ramsey number r(H), introduced by Erdo˝s, Faudree,
Rousseau, and Schelp [7], is the smallest integer m such that there exists a graph
G with m edges such that for any two-coloring of the edges of G one will always
find a monochromatic copy of H .
There are many interesting variants of the usual Ramsey function. One im-
portant concept is the induced Ramsey number rind(H), which is the smallest
integer n for which there is a graph G on n vertices such that every edge two-
coloring of G contains an induced monochromatic copy of H . Erdo˝s [8] conjec-
tured the existence of a constant c such that every graph H with n vertices
⋆ P. Dvorˇa´k was supported by the project GAUK 1514217.
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satisfies rind(H) ≤ 2
cn, which would be best possible. In 2012, Conlon, Fox and
Sudakov [5] proved that there is a constant c such that every graph H with
n vertices satisfies rind(H) ≤ 2cn logn. The proof uses a construction of explicit
pseudorandom graphs, as opposed to random graph construction techniques used
by previous attempts. For more on the topic see the excellent review by Conlon,
Fox, and Sudakov [6].
The induced size-Ramsey number rind(H) is an analog of the size-Ramsey
number: we define rind(H) as the smallest integer m such that there exists a
graph G with m edges such that for any two-coloring of the edges of G there
is always a monochromatic copy of H . In 1983, Beck [1], using probabilistic
methods, proved the surprising fact that r˜(Pn) ≤ cn, where Pn is a path of
length n and c is an absolute constant. An even more surprising result came
by Haxell, Kohayakawa, and  Luczak [10], who studied the induced size-Ramsey
number of cycles showing that rind(Cn) = O(n). However, the proof uses random
graph techniques and regularity lemma and does not provide any reasonably
small multiplicative constant.
In this paper, we study the online variant of size Ramsey number which was
introduced independently by Beck [3] and Kurek and Rucin´ski [11]. The best
way to define it is in term of a game between two players, Builder and Painter.
An infinite set of vertices is given, in each round Builder draws a new edge and
immediately it is colored by Painter in either red or blue. The goal of Builder
is to force Painter to obtain a monochromatic copy of a fixed graph H (called
target graph). The minimum number of edges which Builder must draw in order
to obtain such monochromatic copy of H , assuming optimal strategy of Painter,
is known as the online Ramsey number r˜(H). The graph G, which is being built
by Builder, is called background graph. The online Ramsey number is guaranteed
to exist because Builder can simply create a big complete graph Kr(H), which
by Ramsey theorem trivially contains a monochromatic copy of H .
The winning condition for Builder is to obtain a copy of the target graph H .
However, there are more different notions of “being a copy”. This leads us to
the following two definitions.
– The online Ramsey number r˜(H) is the minimum number of rounds of the
Builder-Painter game Builder has a strategy to obtain a monochromatic
subgraph H .
– The (strongly) induced online Ramsey number r˜ind(H) is the minimum num-
ber of rounds of the Builder-Painter game such that Builder has a strategy
to obtain a monochromatic induced subgraph H in G.
If there is no strategy of Builder to obtain the copy ofH , we define the respective
number as ∞.
Note that for any graph H we have r˜(H) ≤ r˜ind(H). Also, note that the in-
duced online Ramsey numbers provide lower bounds on the induced size-Ramsey
numbers.
In 2008 Grytczuk, Kierstead and Pra lat [9] studied the online Ramsey num-
ber of paths, obtaining r˜(Pn) ≤ 4n−3, where Pn is a path with n edges, providing
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an interesting counterpart to the result of Beck [1]. Also, the result by Haxell,
Kohayakawa, and  Luczak. [10] on induced size-Ramsey number of cycles natu-
rally bounds the online version as well, but with no reasonable multiplicative
constant.
In this paper, we study the induced online Ramsey number of paths, cycles,
and trees. The summary of the results for paths and cycles is as follows.
Theorem 1. Let Pn denote the path of length n and let Cn denote a cycle with
n vertices. Then
– r˜ind(Pn) ≤ 28n− 27,
– r˜ind(Cn) ≤ 367n− 27 for even n,
– r˜ind(Cn) ≤ 735n− 27 for odd n.
A spider σk,ℓ is a union of k paths of length ℓ sharing exactly one common
endpoint. We further show that r˜ind(σk,ℓ) = Θ(k
2ℓ) and r˜(σk,ℓ) = Θ(k
2ℓ).
Although we know that r˜(H) ≤ r(H), it is a challenging task to identify
classes of graphs for which there is an asymptotic gap between both numbers.
For complete graphs, Chva´tal observed (see [7]) that r(Kt) =
(
r(Kt)
2
)
. The basic
question, attributed to Ro¨dl (see [11]), is to show limt→∞ r˜(Kt)/r(Kt), or put
differently, to show that r˜(Kt) = o(
(
r(Kt)
2
)
). This conjecture remains open, but
in 2009 Conlon [4] showed there exists c > 1 such that for infinitely many t,
r˜(Kt) ≤ c
−t
(
r(Kt)
2
)
.
In this paper we contribute to this topic by showing that there is an infinite
family of trees T1, T2, . . . , with |Ti| < |Ti+1| for i ≥ 1, such that
lim
i→∞
r˜(Ti)
r(Ti)
= 0,
thus exhibiting the desired asymptotic gap. In fact, we prove a stronger state-
ment, exhibiting the asymptotic gap even for the induced online Ramsey number.
2 Induced paths
In this section we present an upper bound on the induced online Ramsey number
of paths.
Theorem 2. Let Pn be a path of length n. Then r˜ind(Pn) ≤ 28n− 27.
Proof. First we build the set I of 2(7n−7)−1 isolated edges, then at least 7n−7
have the same color, we say this color is abundant in I.
Let R0 and B0 be the initial paths of lengths 0. In s-th step we have a red
induced path Rs = (r0, {r0, r1}, r1, . . . , rr) of length r and a blue induced path
Bs = (b0, {b0, b1}, b1, . . . , bb) of length b. We denote the concatenation of paths
A and B by A ∪ B. The removal of vertices and incident edges is denoted by
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A \ {v}. We define the potential of s-th step ps = 3a+ 4o where a is the length
of the path in color which is abundant in I and o is the length of path in the
other color. Further, we show that we are able to maintain the invariant that
there are no edges between the Rs and Bs and that ps+1 > ps.
Assume without loss of generality that the blue edges are abundant in I.
Let g = {x, y} be an unused blue edge from the set I. One step of Builder is
as follows. Builder creates an edge e = {rr, bb}. If Painter colored e red then
Builder creates an edge f = {bb, x}, however if e is blue then Builder creates
f = {rr, x}.
Depending on how the e and f edges were colored we end up with four
different scenarios. These different cases are also depicted in Fig. 1.
(Bs+1, Rs+1) =


(
Bs ∪ (e, rr, f, x, g, y), R
s \ {rr, rr−1}
)
if e and f are blue(
Bs \ {bb}, R
s ∪ (f, x)
)
if e is blue and f is red(
Bs ∪ (f, x, g, y),Rs \ {rr}
)
if e is red and f is blue(
Bs \ {bb, bb−1}, R
s ∪ (e, bb, f, x)
)
if e and f are red
p
s+1 =


3
(
|Bs|+ 3
)
+ 4
(
|Rs| − 2
)
= ps + 1 if e and f are blue
3
(
|Bs| − 1
)
+ 4
(
|Rs|+ 1
)
= ps + 1 if e is blue and f is red
3
(
|Bs|+ 2
)
+ 4
(
|Rs| − 1
)
= ps + 2 if e is red and f is blue
3
(
|Bs| − 2
)
+ 4
(
|Rs|+ 2
)
= ps + 2 if e and f are red
We obtain a pair of paths Bs+1, Rs+1 such that ps+1 > ps and invariant holds.
The maximum potential for which Builder did not win yet is ps = 7n − 7.
Therefore there are no more than 7n − 6 steps to finish one monochromatic
induced path of length n. To create the initial set I Builder creates 2(7n−7)−1
isolated edges. In each step, Builder creates two edges. The total number of edges
created by Builder is no more than 2(7n− 6) + 2(7n− 7)− 1 = 28n− 27. ⊓⊔
Note that the initial edges each span 2 vertices and in each step only the first
edge can lead to a new vertex. This gives us bound on the number of vertices used
in creating an induced path Pn to be at most 2
(
2(7n−7)−1
)
+7n−6 = 35n−36.
3 Cycles and Induced Cycles
In this section, we present a constructive upper bound on the online Ramsey
number of cycles r˜(Cn) and induced cycles r˜ind(Cn).
Theorem 3. Let Cn be a cycle on n vertices, where n is even. Then, r˜ind(Cn) ≤
367n− 27.
Proof. First, Builder obtains disjoint paths ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρ9 of length 4n/3− 1 and
one path ρ10 of length n− 2. Instead of using Theorem 2 to create these paths
separately it is more efficient to create a P13n using at most 28(13n)− 27 edges
and define paths ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρ10 as an induced subgraph of P13n. Let the P13n be
without loss of generality red. Let ρi,j denote the j-th vertex of ρi.
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Fig. 1: One step in creating an induced monochromatic Pn
Builder will create a red Cn using ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρ10 or three blue paths of length
n/2 starting in u and ending in either ρ10,1 or ρ10,n−1. These three paths starting
in the same vertex and two of them sharing a common endpoint will form a blue
Cn. Each blue path will go through a separate triple of paths from ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρ9
and alternate between them with each added vertex.
Let us run the following procedure three times – once for each k ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Let p = ρ3k−2, q = ρ3k−1 and r = ρ3k. Let us define cyclic order of these paths
to be p, q, r, p which defines a natural successor for each path. Builder does the
following three steps, which are also depicted in Fig. 2.
1. Create edges {u, p1} and {u, pn−1}. If both of these edges are red Builder
wins immediately. If that is not the case then at least one edge {u, v1} where
v1 ∈ {p1, pn−1} is blue.
2. Now for i from 1 to n/2− 1 we do as follows:
– Let j := 2⌊i/3⌋. Let t ∈ {p, q, r} such that vi ∈ t and set s to be the
successor of t.
– We create edges {vi, sj+1} and {vi, sj+n−1}. If both are red Builder wins,
otherwise take an edge {vi, vi+1} where vi+1 ∈ {sj+1, sj+n−1} is blue.
3. Finish the path (u, v1, v2, . . . , vn/2−1) by creating edges {vn/2−1, ρ10,1} and
{vn/2−1, ρ10,n−1}. Again if both edges are red, Builder wins immediately.
Otherwise, Builder creates a blue path from u to ρ10,1 or to ρ10,n−1.
If the final circle is red then it is induced because the initial path is induced
and we neither create edges connecting two vertices of ρk to itself, nor edges
connecting vi to any vertices between endpoints of the cycle. If the blue cycle
is created it is induced because we use only odd vertices on ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρ9 for
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u
p
q
r
ρ10
Fig. 2: Creation of ρn/2 for n = 18.
creating the three blue paths and no edges are created between vertices which
are further than 1 apart on these blue paths.
Note that the length of paths ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρ9 is sufficient because they need to
be at least 2
⌊n/2−1
3
⌋
+ (n− 2) ≤ 4n−83 ≤ 4n/3− 1.
By Theorem 2 we can create the initial induced P13n in 28(13n)− 27 rounds.
There are at most 3n additional edges, hence r˜(Cn) ≤ 367n− 27. ⊓⊔
Theorem 4. Let Cn be a cycle on n vertices, where n is odd. Then r˜ind(Cn) ≤
r˜ind(C2n) + n ≤ 735n− 27.
Proof. First, we create a monochromatic cycle C2n. Assume without loss of gen-
erality that this cycle is blue. Let c0, c1, . . . , c2n−1 denote vertices on the C2n in
the natural order and let ci for any i ≥ 2n denote vertex cj , j = i mod 2n. We
join two vertices which lie n − 1 apart on the even cycle by creating an edge
{c0, cn−1}. If the edge is blue it forms a blue Cn with part of the blue even cycle
(see Fig. 3). If the edge is red we can continue and create an edge {cn−1, c2(n−1)}
and use the same argument. This procedure can be repeated n times finishing
with the edge {c(n−1)(n−1), cn(n−1)} where cn(n−1) = c0 because n− 1 is even.
Let E be all the new red edges we just created, i.e., E =
{
{ci, ci+n−1} | i ∈ J
}
where J =
{
j(n− 1) | j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}
}
. Since gcd(n− 1, 2n) = 2 it follows
that the edges of E complete a cycle C
′
n =
(
{c0, c2, . . . , c2n−2}, E
)
(see Fig. 3).
Since the C2n is induced then it follows trivially that the target Cn will be
induced as well.
We used Theorem 3 to create an even cycle C2n. Then we added n edges to
form the C
′
. This gives us an upper bound for induced odd cycles r˜ind(Cn) ≤
r˜ind(C2n) + n ≤ 735n− 27. ⊓⊔
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Fig. 3: Final step of building C9
Non-induced Cycles
Although the induced cycle strategies are asymptotically tight we can get better
constants for the non-induced cycles. For even cycles, we can use the non-induced
path strategy to create the initial P17n/2 in 4(17n/2)− 3 rounds. Then we add
3n/2 edges in the similar fashion as for the induced cycles however we can squeeze
them more tightly as depicted in the Fig. 4.
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
Fig. 4: More efficient construction for even non-induced cycles.
Using this method the paths ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρ6 need only 5n/4 vertices each, there-
fore the initial path P17n/2 is sufficient. This gives us r˜(Cn) ≤ 71n/2−3 for even n
which directly translates to odd cycles and gives us r˜(Cn) ≤ r˜(C2n)+n ≤ 72n−3
for odd n.
4 Tight bounds for a family of trees
We first prove a general lower bound for the online Ramsey number of graphs.
It will be used to show the tightness of bounds in this section.
Lemma 1. The r˜(H) is at least VC(H)
(
∆(H) − 1
)
/2 + |E(H)| where VC(H)
is the vertex cover and ∆(H) is the highest vertex degree in H and |E(H)| is the
number of edges.
Proof. Let degb(v) be the number of blue edges incident to the vertex v. Let us
define the Painter’s strategy against the target graph H as:
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1. if both incident vertices have degb < ∆(H)− 1 then color the edge blue,
2. otherwise color the edge red.
It is clear that Builder cannot create H in blue color because the blue graph can
contain only vertices with degree at most ∆(H)− 1. To obtain a red edge it has
to have at least one incident vertex with high blue degree. The minimal number
of vertices with high blue degree which are required to complete H is the vertex
cover of H , therefore, Builder has to create at least VC(H)(∆(H) − 1)/2 blue
edges. Then Builder has to create at least |E(H)| edges to complete the target
graph in red color. ⊓⊔
Let us define a spider σk,ℓ for k ≥ 3 and ℓ ≥ 2 as a union of k paths of
length ℓ that share exactly one common endpoint. Let a center of σk,ℓ denote
the only vertex with degree equal to k.
In the following theorem we obtain an upper bound on r˜(σk,ℓ) that asymp-
totically matches the lower bound from Lemma 1.
Theorem 5. r˜ind(σk,ℓ) = Θ(k
2ℓ).
Proof. We describe Builder’s strategy for obtaining an induced monochromatic
σk,ℓ. We start by creating an induced monochromatic path of length k
2(2ℓ+ 1)
which is without loss of generality blue. This path contains k2 copies of P2ℓ as an
induced subgraph. Let Pi,j denote the j-th vertex on path Pi. Let P
1,P2, . . . ,Pk
be k sets where each contains k disjoint induced paths. Let u be a previously
unused vertex. Now for each Pj we do the following procedure:
1. Let {P 1, P 2, . . . , P k} = Pj .
2. Create edges
{
{u,w} | w ∈ {P 11 , P
2
1 , . . . , P
k
1 }
}
. If there are k blue edges
there is a σk,ℓ with the center in u. If that is not the case there is at least
one red edge e1 = {u, v1} where v1 ∈ {P 11 , P
2
1 , . . . , P
k
1 }.
3. For i from 2 to ℓ we do as follows.
– For vi−1 ∈ P z create edges
{
{vi−1, w} | w ∈ {P 1i , P
2
i , . . . , P
k
i } − P
z
i
}
.
If all of these edges are blue we have a σk,ℓ with the center in v
i−1,
otherwise there is a red edge {vi−1, vi} where vi ∈ {P 1i , P
2
i , . . . , P
k
i }.
4. We obtained a red induced path Lj =
(
u, {u, v1}, . . . , vℓ
)
.
If all iterations end up in obtaining a path Lj we have k induced paths of
length ℓ which all start in u and together they form a σk,ℓ with the center in u.
We built a path Pk2(2ℓ+1) using Theorem 2 using at most 28
(
k2(2ℓ + 1)
)
−
27 edges. During iterations, we created at most kℓ(k − 1) edges. Therefore we
either got a blue σk,ℓ during the process or a red σk,ℓ after using no more than
r˜ind(σk,ℓ) ≤ 57k2ℓ+ 28k2 − kℓ− 27 = O(k2ℓ) rounds.
The lower bound of Lemma 1 gives us Ω(k2ℓ) therefore the r˜ind(σk,ℓ) =
Θ(k2ℓ). ⊓⊔
We can get the bound on non-induced spiders in a similar way, however, we
can use several tricks to get a bound which is not far from the lower bound.
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u
Fig. 5: Building one red leg of a spider σ4,5.
Theorem 6. r˜(σk,ℓ) ≤ k2ℓ+ 15kℓ+ 2k − 12 = O(k2ℓ).
Proof. We create a path P4kℓ using strategy by Grytczuk et al. [9] in 4(4kℓ)− 3
rounds and split it into 2k paths of length 2ℓ. We follow the same strategy as in
the induced case, however, we work over the same set of paths in all iterations
and we exclude those vertices which are already used by some path. Choosing
2k paths guarantees that we have big enough set even for the last iteration.
We create 2k edges from u and then we use kℓ(k − 1) to create the red paths.
We either get a blue σk,ℓ in the process or a red σk,ℓ after using no more than
k2ℓ+ 15kℓ+ 2k − 12 rounds. ⊓⊔
5 Family of induced trees with an asymptotic gap
In 2009 Conlon [4] showed that the online Ramsey number and the size-Ramsey
number differ asymptotically for an infinite number of cliques. In this section,
we present a family of trees which exhibit the same property, i.e., their induced
online Ramsey number and size-Ramsey number differ asymptotically.
Definition 1. Let the centipede Sk,ℓ be a tree consisting of a path Pℓ of length ℓ
where each of its vertices is center of star Sk, i.e., a thorn-regular caterpillar.
Note that Sk,ℓ has (k + 1)(ℓ + 1) vertices and its maximum degree is k + 2.
We will show that Sk,ℓ exhibits small induced online Ramsey number.
First, we need some “degree-type” notion. Let G = (V,E) be a graph whose
edges are colored red and blue. Let U ⊆ V . For a vertex v ∈ V let deg(v, U) be a
degree outside U . Formally, deg(v, U) = |N(v)\U |, whereN(v) is a neighborhood
of v. Let degb(v, U) and degr(v, U) be a vertex degree outside U in blue or red
color, respectively. I.e.,
degb(v, U) =
∣∣∣{u ∈ N(v) \ U : {u, v} is a blue edge}∣∣∣.
and similarly for degr(v, U).
A center of a star Sk is the vertex of degree k. A center of union of stars are
centers of all stars in the union. A colorful star is a star such that for its center
v holds that degb(v) ≥ k and degr(v) ≥ k. Let H be a centipede or a union of
stars. We denote a center of H by c(H).
Theorem 7. r˜ind(Sk,ℓ) ≤ 426kℓ− 442k + 308ℓ− 295 = O(kℓ).
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Proof. We will proceed in steps where each step will get us closer to getting the
result. Let a superscript X i of any set X denote the state of the set in i-th step.
Also, let X i+1 = X i if not mentioned otherwise.
We will gradually build two centipedes (one red, one blue) and a set of colorful
stars. Let Ri (Bi) be a red (blue) centipede in the step i. First, we assume that
both Ri and Bi are nonempty. We show later a strategy for the case Ri or Bi is
empty (i.e., centipede of length 0).
Let Qir be a union of colorful stars such that for each star S ∈ Q
i
r holds that
c(S) ∈ c(Rj) for some j < i, i.e. the center of S were in the center of the red
centipede in some previous step. The Qib is defined similarly, i.e. it is a union of
colorful stars such that for each star S ∈ Qib holds that c(S) ∈ c(B
j) for some
j < i. Let U i = Ri ∪Bi ∪Qir ∪Q
i
b. For v ∈ c(R
i) let dego(v) be degb(v, U
i), i.e.
blue degree of v outside centipedes and colorful stars. Similarly, let dego(v) be
degr(v, U
i) for v ∈ c(Bi). Each step we either make one centipede longer by 1,
add one colorful star to Qr or Qb or increase dego(v) of v ∈ c(R
i) ∪ c(Bi). One
step will proceed as follows:
1. Let u and v be endpoints of c(Ri) and c(Bi) respectively.
2. Create an edge e = {u, x} where x is previously unused vertex.
3. If e is blue set w := u, if e is red create an edge f = {v, x} and set w := v.
4. Perform one of the following:
(a) If e is red and f is blue, create edges from x until k of them are in the
same color and then add x to respective centipede center set.
(b) Either e is blue, or both e and f are red,
i. if dego(w) < k, the dego(w) was increased by 1,
ii. or dego(w) ≥ k, we have a colorful star with center in w, therefore
we move w from its centipede center set to respective colorful star
set, i.e., c(Qi+1r ) = c(Q
i
r)∪ {u} and c(R
i+1) = c(Ri)− u if w = u, or
c(Qi+1b ) = c(Q
i
b) ∪ {v} and c(B
i+1) = c(Bi)− v if w = v.
See Figure 6 for clarification of various cases during one step.
Let pi be a potential in step i defined as
pi =
(
|c(Ri)|+ |c(Bi)|
)(
k + 2
)
+
(
|c(Qir)|+ |c(Q
i
b)|
)(
3k + 2
)
+ 2
∑
v∈c(Ri)∪c(Bi)
dego(v).
Note that for all the outcomes of one step the potential will increase by at least
the number of created edges.
– In case 4a we create 2 + k +m edges. k + 1 edges extend one centipede by
one star, one edge is not used, and m ≤ k − 1 edges are additional edges
of the other color on that star. Extending one centipede by a star with m
edges in other color increases p by (k + 2) + 2m.
– In case 4(b)i we create at most 2 edges, increasing dego of one vertex by one,
which increases p by 2.
– In case 4(b)ii we create at most 2 edges, making one centipede shorter by
one, however adding one colorful star to either Qr or Qb so p increases by
(3k + 2)− (k + 2)− 2(k − 1) = 2.
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k
u v
u v
x
k +m
one centipede gets
longer by 1
u v u
v
put the colorful
star to Qb
dego(v) increased by 1
ca
se
4a
case
4b
w.l.o.g. w
:=
v
ca
se
4(
b)
i
de
g o
(v
) <
k
case 4(b)ii
dego(v) ≥ k
Fig. 6: One step of building a Sk,ℓ where k = 3
Note that the graphs induced by c(Ri) and c(Bi) respectively are paths. These
graphs are altered by adding one vertex at the end or moving end-vertex to
respective c(Qi) set. It follows that the graphs induced by c(Qir) and c(Q
i
b) are
both forests.
Assume that after many steps we end up with
∣∣c(Ri)∣∣ = ∣∣c(Bi)∣∣ = ℓ, ∣∣c(Qir)∣∣ =∣∣c(Qib)∣∣ = 2(35ℓ− 36)− 2, dego(v) = k − 1 for all v ∈ c(Ri) ∪ c(Bi), and we did
not win yet. In such situation the potential is
pi = 2ℓ(k + 2) + 2
(
2(35ℓ− 36)− 2
)
(3k + 2) + 2(k − 1)2ℓ
= 426kℓ− 444k + 280ℓ− 296.
We now perform one last step in which we might win, but if not then either Qi+1r
or Qi+1b will have 2(35ℓ−36)−1 colorful stars. We take the 35ℓ−36 independent
colorful star centers of the bigger Qi set and perform the induced path strategy
on them, which guarantees a monochromatic centipede.
The final step might add various number of rounds to our strategy depending
on the case which we end up in. Case 4a demands at most 1+2k edges and we win.
Case 4(b)i cannot happen because dego(v) = dego(u) = k − 1. And case 4(b)ii
demands that we add 2 edges and then we perform the path strategy using at
most r˜ind(Pℓ) ≤ 28ℓ− 27 edges. We get the final upper bound on the number of
edges r˜ind(Sk,ℓ) ≤ 426kℓ− 442k+ 308ℓ− 295.
We now discuss why the final centipede is induced. First, let us partition
all vertices used in the strategy into three groups: R = c(R) ∪ c(Qr), B =
c(B) ∪ c(Qb), and O (which contains all the remaining vertices). Note that in
each step some vertices are added to the groups but once assigned they never
change their group. Vertices in R and B are always added to c(R) or c(B) and
then they might be moved into c(Qr) and c(Qb) respectively. Vertices in O are
used during one step and are never used again, specifically in case 4a there are
k+m vertices created and all of them are connected to 1 center vertex (in c(R)
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or c(B)) and in case 4b one new vertex is connected to at most one vertex from
R and one vertex from B. Assume without loss of generality that the centipede
is in red color. The centipede either appears with centers in c(R) or c(Qr).
Assume the former occurred then the centers of c(R) induce a path. If the latter
occurred then the vertices of c(Qr) we used in the induced path strategy were
independent. In both cases, the leaves of the centipede appear in the O. These
vertices have at most one edge to the R and have no edges among each other.
If R or B is empty then the strategy changes slightly. In all the cases we omit
creation of edge e if R = ∅ and f if B = ∅. If e is omitted assume it is red when
deciding what edges to draw, and respectively when f is omitted assume it is
blue. We observe that all the steps stay the same and the potential increases
in the same manner but we created fewer edges than necessary which does not
contradict the devised upper bound. ⊓⊔
Due to Beck [2] we have a lower bound for trees T which is r(T ) ≥ β(T )/4
where β(T ) is defined as
β(T ) = |T0|∆(T0) + |T1|∆(T1),
where T0 and T1 are partitions of the unique bipartitioning of the tree T . The
β for our family of trees is β(Sk,ℓ) ≈ (ℓ/2 + kℓ/2) (k + 2) = Θ(k2ℓ), which gives
us the lower bound on size-Ramsey number r(Sk,ℓ) = Ω(k
2ℓ).
Since by Theorem 7 we have r˜(Sk,ℓ) ≤ r˜ind(Sk,ℓ) = O(kℓ) the online Ramsey
number for Sk,ℓ is asymptotically smaller than its size-Ramsey number.
Corollary 1. There is an infinite sequence of trees T1, T2, . . . such that |Ti| <
|Ti+1| for each i ≥ 1 and
lim
i→∞
r˜(Ti)
r(Ti)
= 0.
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